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ClutterwiseTM Workshops
Clutterwise.com provides decluttering
workshops by Too Much Stuff author Kathryn
Porter to help your group or organization
learn to manage stuff and more. Our
workshops are perfect for retreats and
banquets!

Get ClutterwiseTM!
Wouldn’t we all like to have a house with
rooms beautiful enough to be featured in a
magazine? Yet for some of us, creating a
presentable home feels like an impossible
dream. Now, there is hope. Kathryn will help you attack the attitudes and

behaviors that cause messy homes. Get equipped to kick the clutter to the curb and rid the habits that
keep inviting the clutter back.

Design Made Easy
Kathryn will teach you the basics of streamline design for a coordinated look that’s easy to clean.
Learn low-cost decorating strategies and get tips for major projects.

Empty Nest Organizing
Older adults have special issues when it comes to clutter. Don’t let your home become a storage
facility for hobby items from long ago or a campground for the possessions of your adult children.
Kathryn will teach you how to tackle the clutter so you can enjoy your home to the fullest.

Get Your Kids to Clean
Do your kids hate to clean? Do you wish they would clean more often without you having to ask
them? This jam-packed session on creative cleaning will leave you with new strategies to motivate
the whole family!

Chronic Disorganization 101
Do you or a loved one suffer from a perpetually messy home? Find out what it means to be
chronically disorganized and where to get help. Includes Q & A time and lots of handouts.

The Organized Man
Men need help with organizing issues too. Want to maximize your garage space? Simplify your
schedule? Declutter your rooms? Organize the stuff in your home? Make housekeeping easier for
those you live with?

COURTESY: Kathryn Porter
Author

www.clutterwise.com
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COURTESY:  Judi Moreo
Turning Point Int’l.
www.judimoreo.com

You Are More Than Enough:

Every Woman’s Guide To Purpose, Passion & Power
For more than 20 years, Judi Moreo has traveled around the world, speaking each day
to audiences from 50 to 3000 people. She asked the participants if anyone ever felt that
they were meant to be more than they were or achieve more than they had accomplished
so far. More than 75% of the audience raised their hands.

In this high pressure, high stressed, fast paced world, most of us set our dreams aside
just to get by. In this powerful book, Judi shares the ideas and techniques she used
which clarified her path and made easier her journey to becoming the person she knew
she could be.

The life you’ve always dreamed of is within your reach. This is a heart warming, myth
shattering, personal development course filled with practical techniques and illustrated
by real life situations.

How often do kids hear that high school is supposed to be the best time of their lives?
            Yet for many students, these years are painful, difficult and stressful—with academic and
            social pressures, physical changes and emotional roller-coaster rides!

This book paints a vivid and realistic picture of what high school is all about—from a teen
perspective. High School’s Not Forever includes real-life stories from real-life high school kids—
and a few high school “survivors” as well! Readers will also find tons of practical hints, tips and
strategies, along with activities, sidebars, quotes and dozens of resources to serve as a
roadmap, not just on how to get through the difficult times, but how to get through them
successfully!

The writing is accessible and authentic, honest and real, and will not only validate the reality of
what many teens are experiencing, good and bad, but also help kids navigate the ups and
downs of their high school years, find ways to get through the rough times and challenges, and
make the most of the time they spend in high school.

Here’s a book for kids who feel like they’re on the sidelines because of social pressure, isolation or anger, or simply when
the pressure to perform, conform or maintain certain appearances becomes too much. High School’s Not Forever provides a
reality check and offers assurances and guidance to make the high school years a more positive experience.

“Survival strategies” include practical suggestions for:
· How to study for success on tests
· How to ask a teacher for help
· How to act at a funeral
· How to rebuild trust with your parents when you’ve blown it
· How to find a safe adult
· How to eat before a test
· How to ask someone out on a date... and lots MORE!

High School’s Not Forever, 300 pages, 6" x 9",$12.95.  Call 1-800-688-1960 (505-323-9044) to order. Free shipping on all
prepaid U.S. orders sent from this site. Ask for an autograph. It’s free, too!

COURTESY:  Jane Bluestein, PhD
Instructional Suppport Services, Inc.

www.janebluestein.com



Creating Emotionally Safe Schools
A Guide for Parents & Educators

COURTESY:  Jane Bluestein, PhD
Instructional Support Services, Inc.

www.janebluestein.com
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This thoroughly readable, research-based book covers all the
bases—including social, neurological, emotional, academic,
cultural and physical factors that impact the emotional climate of a
school, and how safe schools feel to the people who spend their
time there.

Topics include:
·     safety and the brain
·     childhood stress, coping and competition
·     body and mind
·     violence in kids’ lives
· the changing role of school
· the need for community
· the school as a dysfunctional family
· failure, discrimination and belonging
· testing and feedback
· temperament and labels
· different ways of learning and being “smart”
· discipline and behavioral issues
· resiliency and social competence
· the physical environment
· teacher safety, training and support
· the role of the administrator
· parents and community

Discover the many contributing factors in this groundbreaking
sourcebook on emotional safety in schools, destined to change the
state of education. 6” x 9,” 496 pages, $14.95.  Call 1-800-688-1960
(505-323-9044) to order.  Free shipping on all prepaid U.S. orders
sent from this site. Ask for an autograph. It’s free, too!



Dirty Laundry Secrets
1. Wear your clothes
more than once .
As long as your clothes do
not retain bad odors you
can certainly wear them
more than once! To
eliminate outdoor smells
from your clothes and keep
them fresh-smelling, use a
Bounce® Sheet with
Febreze™ Citrus and Light
(my personal favorite).

2. Clean only what is dirty.
When items look worn and have lost their shape, it’s
time to clean them.

3. For fresh food and drink spills, pick up an
instant stain remover.
The one I  like is Tide to Go® which can remove
these stains and allow you to re-wear items.

4. Wear jeans and pants more than one day.
Yes, even the most fashion-conscious celebrities on
TV have confessed to wearing jeans 4-7 times
before washing! If they can, so can you!

5. Use scented laundry detergents.
I find that Tide Simple Pleasures™ Vanilla and
Lavender gives my clothes a really fresh and fragrant
scent.

6. Inspect your children’s clothes in the dirty
laundry basket.
Sometimes children may toss clothes into the
hamper to avoid hanging them back up! If you think
the clothes look clean and they smell fresh, re-hang
or re-fold. They will never know the difference.

7. Children can do laundry too!
Encourage your children to wash their own clothes
once they start Jr. High. Teach them this task --
starting early is the key to getting kids to like laundry.
Younger children can even fold washcloths and clean
your lint filter. That’s fun to them!

8. Reuse towels.
Bathroom towels can be hung to dry and then
used again, conserving energy and protecting
the environment.

9. Purchase king size capacity washing
machines.
Look for ones that are labeled High Efficiency
(HE). Not only are these machines energy
efficient money savers, but most models also
offer double laundry load capacity. This is what I
like the best—cutting your laundry time in half! I
recommend the Frigidaire Affinity Washer. It
does 2 laundry baskets at once! It’s important to
remember that you must use an HE specific
laundry detergent in these machines. Regular
laundry detergent creates excess suds and is not
considered safe for your HE washing machine.
Good news, there’s Tide® HE, a line of laundry
detergents that are formulated specifically for HE
machines that still give the cleaning power you
want.

10. Prioritize!
When all else fails, take your laundry to a drop off
laundry service or hire someone to come into
your home and do your laundry. Even if you don’t
have the time or energy to get it done on your
own, you are assured the task is being
accomplished.

COURTESY:  Laura Dellutri
Healthy Housekeeper, Inc.

www.lauradellutri.com
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Problems Associated with Apprehension

• Pre-speech anxiety (loss of sleep, appetite,
etc.)

• Various physical manifestations while speak-
ing (dry mouth, heightened sense of self-
consciousness, increased heart rate, perspi-
ration, shaking, shortness of breath, sweaty
palms, vocalization problems, etc.)

• Loss of eye contact
• Memory lapse

Coping Mechanisms

• A well-chosen topic
• Ample preparation/rehearsal
• Use visual aids (charts, graphs, handouts) to divert

audience attention, if necessary
• Dress comfortably
• Involvement with speech to the point of losing a

sense of self-consciousness
• Control anxiety physically (deep breathing, pre-

speech exercises)
• Control anxiety mentally (know that you are the

expert, etc.)
• Have a "final dress rehearsal"...

Occurs...
Before, During
& After one’s
speech Size Factors

Can especially
affect:
• Vocal Projection
• Eye Contact
• Use of visual

        aids

Other
Demographics
• Age
• Gender
• Race
• Etc.

Known About Me?
• Pre-Speech
Publicity?
• Program Notes?
• Introduction:
• In One’s Speech?

Audience
Attitudes
• Offensive to
them?
• Well-received
by them?



DELIVERY STYLES

Style of Speech Definition Advantages Disadvantages

Impromptu Most spontaneous; Very spontaneous & adaptive Can draw “blanks”
very limited use of Generally easy to listen Fluency problems
notes to & sustain audience Perhaps too spontane-

attention ous (i.e. “off the
Lots of eye contact cuff” problems, un-

polished, etc.
Length uncertain (short

or long)

Extemporaneous A fairly detailed outlilne A certain amount of spontan- Possible fluency problems
can be used -- but not a eity & adaptability & eloquence problems
verbatim account of More substance than Could rely on outline
message  impromptu too much

Length somewhat uncertain

Manuscript A verbatim account Content can be polished & Can limit eye contact
of the message eloquent – & can even be Can seem unspon-

assisted by professionals taneous  (read)
No surprises Little room for adaptation

Memorized A manuscript Has potential for all the advan- Very time-consuming
speech committed tages of all of the other Memory lapses
to memory styles Could seem too memo-

rized (i.e. too staged or
fake)

EIGHT PRESENTATION TIPS

1. Be as familiar as possible with your speaking environment
2. As much as possible, control your speaking environment (i.e. move objects,

open windows, adjust room temperature, etc.)
3. Dress in an appropriate and comfortable manner
4. Avoid random and/or distractive movements, i.e. make your movements deli-

berate and motivated
5. Generally, when you are not gesturing, hands should be at your side
6. At the very least, have lots of eye contact in your “introduction” and “conclu-

sion”
7. At the very least, slow your speech down during its “preview” and “conclusion”
8. With very few exceptions, it is better to sacrifice a little “content” for enhanced

“delivery”

COURTESY:  Dr. Robert Vartabedian
Speech instructor & former actor
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It’s Your Turn To Win!

What is Stopping You from
Living Your Dream?
The answer could very well be YOUR behavior. Each year,
many people plan and set goals, and year after year things
end up the same for a vast majority of individuals. The goals
and visions remain as just that with no major changes to
support these dreams.

Mistakes need to be examined and used as tools for change.
It makes no difference whether the goal is changing behavior
in relationships, diet changes, healthy living, or a major
career change.

Making major, or even minor life changes, can be compared
to an endurance race. Have you ever wondered what it’s like
to train for professional sports, professional dance, or even
amateur endurance races? You’ve heard the saying, “No
pain, no gain.”

The classic endurance displayed by the great, Michael
Jordan is beyond inspiring. He said, ”My attitude is that if
you push me towards something that you think is a
weakness, then I will turn that perceived weakness into a
strength. My body could stand the crutches but my mind
couldn’t stand the sideline.

”I can accept failure. Everyone fails at something. But I can’t
accept not trying. I’ve missed more than 9000 shots in my
career. I’ve lost almost 300 games, and 26 times, I’ve been
trusted to take the game winning shot and missed. I’ve failed
over and over and over again in my life. And that is why I
succeed.”

On this note, a word of caution to any parents who might be
reading this article. The wisdom contained in Jordan’s
beliefs does not give you a license to push your kids into
athletics, dance, or a profession because it’s always been a
dream of yours...it has to be their dream, not yours. And,
whatever the activity, it should be fun.

Many years ago when I took a management course, it was
filled with great information. The one tip that I want to share
applies to correcting your kids, your employees, or anyone
in your life. It’s called the CCC approach — Compliment,
Criticism, Compliment. For example, “You were great and
your swing was perfect. We just have to work a little on your
running speed. I’m so proud of you!” CCC works every time,
even with the big “kids” in your life.

One of the main reasons that lead me to develop the “Your
Turn To Win” program is that throughout my life I’ve
witnessed patterns with people-- employees, friends,
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associates — many of whom unknowingly repeat the same
negative patterns over and over. I began to see this central
struggle with people who were trying to achieve goals. Any
goal can be achieved if you keep four main elements as
your guide — desire, commitment, responsibility and
outlook. These four things have been instrumental in building
the life I enjoy, and I use them everyday.

Making career or life changes will never be a smooth
process, but the responses of people who fail, or make
mistakes can be critical. I’ve seen people so down on
themselves that they feel worthless because of failure.
That’s why I cite the examples of Michael Jordan. Mistakes,
or failures never stopped him, they made him stronger.

Failure is a major problem for some people who view
mistakes and failures as absolutes. Failure can be a learning
experience. Hard work, persistence, and effort are part of the
formula but, one of the surest ways to success and
happiness is recognizing what gets in your way on the
journey towards those things. We cover these points in
detail with step by step guides and exercises in the “Your
Turn To Win” program.

Several years ago, I helped a young woman who was on her
way to becoming a doctor. I received a call from when she
was close to finishing her education. I was happy to hear
from her, but saddened to learn that she was so unhappy,
she wanted to quit med school. She had finally realized that
her real ambition was dancing, and she wanted to leave
school immediately.

I asked her to meet with me and to wait before making any
major decisions. During our sessions, I helped her examine
her goals, realize that she had made a commitment, and
recognize that she had many thousands of dollars worth of
educational debt that would have to be paid.
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There was also the issue of paying off her educational debt
on a dancer’s salary that is not always the most secure way
of making a living. I then gently suggested that she could
still have a career in medicine and realize her desires as a
dancer.

Because this vibrant young woman finished her education, she
was able to secure a high paying job with a major pharma-
ceutical company. She is now able to fulfill her dancing
aspirations during the evening and on weekends. She has it
all — security, fantastic benefits and her dancing.

According to the latest trend reports, baby boomers won’t
have the luxury of retiring the way many of our parents did,
and many of them don’t really want to retire, but they’d like
to pursue new options. In some cases, when people do
retire, it isn’t always the ideal choice. And, unfortunately,
this realization doesn’t always happen until after retirement.

According to our research, most people realize all of their
retirement dreams within six months after retiring — whether
it’s a trip to an exotic country, moving to a warmer climate,
playing golf or tennis until you drop, sleeping until noon
every day, or going back to college.

We had one client who retired at age 69 after working six
days a week, 16 hours a day for over 40 years. His wife
wanted to move to a warmer climate where they could relax
and enjoy life. She thought they would travel, and he wanted
to play golf and bowl, but there were never any discussions
about these details.

He was somewhat happy, but he missed his staff so he
became CEO of the house, and the self-appointed
maintenance chair for the three building condo. Once a
month, he paid a visit to the manager with a mental list of
things that needed to be fixed. Nothing was ever written
down, it was all in his head after inspecting all three
buildings. His wife was miserable and felt cheated.

We were very successful in helping them work out theire
issues once we were able to get them to open up and really
discuss things. The hurt, frustration and the anger were also
issues that we helped them deal with. He’s golfing and
bowling, but he’s now the VP of their condo board, and yes,
you guessed it — the real maintenance chair. She’s working
part-time for a travel agent, giving travel seminars, and
they’re also traveling.

For some, retirement is great, but for others, it’s disaster.
Some people need
redirection because
nothing has to be written
in stone.

My program can help
you explore your
passions, whatever they

might be. Whether you’re planning to change pro-fessions,
retire, create a nonprofit foundation, or start your own
business, my program can help you explore and discover
what you are capable of physically and mentally.

”Your Turn to Win” will teach you how to break out of that
comfort level of familiarity and discover the power of vision,
commitment and determination. My goal is to open your
eyes to a new way of thinking; one that will inspire you to
fulfill your deepest desires and share with the world your
unique gifts.

I am living proof that people can accomplish anything in
life they desire. – this is the way I have lived and continue
to live my life on a daily basis. I don’t buy that somehow
I’m different from others because I’m not. I did not come
from a privileged background, but I know the meaning of
hard work. There is no reason that others cannot do what
the son of a steel worker and secretary could do. I firmly
believe that people can accomplish their goals --  the
same way I did.

It is never too late to start a new project, profession, or
direction. I have been passionate about many things in my
life, and my mission is to share my unique and effective
methods for life change and empower others to realize
their full potential and create a more fulfilling life.

Trust in the belief that you can and will accomplish your
dreams. Don’t be the one who’s stopping YOU.

         COURTESY:  Lance Heft
                       Author & Entrepreneur

                    www.lanceheft.com
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Dr. Jane Bluestein
Instructional Support Services, Inc.
1709 Father Sky Ct. NE
Albuquerque, NM  87112
505-323-9044 or 1-800-688-1960
FAX:  505-323-9045
e-mail:  jane@janebluestein.com
Home Page: www.janebluestein.com

Laura Dellutri
Healthy Housekeeper, Inc.
11730 West 135th #6
Overland Park, KS  66221
913-208-5209
e-mail:  dellutril@aol.com
Home Page:  www.lauradellutri.com

Lance Heft
P. O. Box 26814
Corleyville, PA  19426
610-246-0378
e-mail:  lanceheft.com
Home Page:  www.lheft@heftcorp.com

Judi Moreo
Turning Point International
P. O. Box 231360
Las Vegas, NV  89105
702-896-2228
e-mail:  judimoreo@yahoo.com
Home Page:  www.judimoreo.com or
www.turningpointintl.com

Kathryn Porter
Author, speaker & professional organizer
2325 Heathercrest Dr.
Colorado Springs, CO  80915
719-573-0747
e-mail:  kporter@clutterwise.com
Home Page:  www.clutterwise.com

Marcie Rothman
Five-Spot Press/Western Research Kitchens
P. O. Box 6789
San Diego, CA  92166
888-243-3535

Dr. Robert Vartabedian
Vice President, Academic Affairs
Eastern New Mexico University
ENMU – Station #2
Portales, NM  88130
575-562-2312
e-mail:  robert.vartabedian@enmu.edu


